
Like it or not, Tech is a major influencer on
lifestyle. We have no doubt your customers
think as much about how to keep their
devices charged as they do about new
cushions for the couch.
 
Why not increase your retail basket size
with category creation into Luxurious
Tech Accessories?

PASTEL POWERBANK

Never be out of power while carrying the
Slimline Powerbank. Its contemporary
patterns and fresh pastel design make it a
perfect everyday accessory.

WIRELESS PAD

The Wireless Pad is a beautiful desk top disc
solution for any Qi wireless compatible
device. High quality finishes to match all
elegant surfaces. Fast Charge capable.

The LuxeTech Speaker is the ultimate in Luxe
Portal Audio. It’s fine wooden look will
compliment any lifestyle. Sound quality is
great with 8W of power output and the latest
Bluetooth connectivity delivers the
functionality you expect.

PORTABLE AUDIO

LUXURIOUS TECH
ACCESSORIES.
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TURN KEY KITS

Not sure now to introduce this new category
to your store? Ask our sales staff about a
total instore activation solution. POS bins,
flyers, tablet displays or mock devices.

RETAIL COUNTER STAND

New products require focus. Introduce
ALLDOCK front and centre. Close to staff so
customer questions can addressed promptly.

Activate on floor with the ALLDOCK Merch
Stand. An efficient footprint space to hold
your inventory while display Product function
and form.

RETAIL STAND

OUR SERVICES

NEW CATEGORY
CREATION

Every Retailer wants incremental sales. How
do I create new categories that have a clear
consumer need but keep true to our core
retail proposition? We think we have at least
one solution.  “ALLDOCK Charging Furniture”
Eliminate the modern lifestyle problem of
Device Cable Chaos with a elegant flexible
piece of home décor.

MULTIPLE DEVICE WIRELESS HYBRID

PORTABLE USB TOWER


